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Abstract. This essay examines the teacher research
process from two points of view: that of a university-
based researcher and that of a school-based class-
room researcher. Speaking from the experience of
engaging in research from both perspectives, the
author presents six reflections on teacher research
that describe the special nature of inquiry as con-
ducted by classroom teachers. The author concludes
that "insider" status as a full-time, school-based
teacher researcher provides a unique perspective for
engaging in inquiry on the teaching and learning of
literacy in children. He also acknowledges and
argues, however, that other points of
viewincluding the "outsider" perspective of a
university-based researcherprovide valid and
complementary positions for acquiring understand-
ing into the complex nature of literacy acquisition.

Prologue

In this paper, I examine the process of
teacher research from two perspectives, that of
a classroom-based teacher researcher and that
of a university-based researcher. Relevant to
this analysis is the hierarchical structure of

1

research, specifically, who is researching
whom. Harding (1987), within the context of
feminist inquiry, discussed the power structure
in some research arrangements. In many cases,
researchers may "study down"; that is, univer-
sity researchers studying teachers, teachers
studying students, and so forth. In other cases,
researchers may "study up"; for example,
university students examining their professors,
children or adolescents examining their teach-
ers, or perhaps professors studying themselves
(see Alvermann essay in Baumann, Dillon,
Shockley, Alvermann, & Reinking, 1996).
Allen, Buchanan, Edelsky, and Norton (1992)
have noted that literacy researchers more often
study down rather than study up.

Another way in which the research hierar-
chy has been described is the "insider/
outsider" dichotomy. Cochran-Smith and Lytle
(1993, p. xi) note that most conventional
literacy research has been "outside-in," in
which university researchers (i.e., the outsid-
ers) examine practice and offer suggestions for
teachers and students (i.e., those on the in-
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side). Quite infrequently, Cochran-Smith and
Lytle (1990) argue, has research from the
inside been valued, even though there is a long
history of classroom-based action or teacher
research (Olson, 1990).

In this essay, I explore the dual worlds of
insider and outsider researchers. I do so on the
basis of a recent personal experience of being
a teacher researcher. During the 1994-1995
school year, I taught second grade full time at
Fowler Drive Elementary School in Athens,
Georgia, a school that serves children from
primarily low-income, minority families. I did
so on a university/school-district job exchange
that had me assume a position vacated by an
elementary teacher, Betty Shockley, who, in
turn, assumed my undergraduate teaching
duties at the University of Georgia.

As a classroom teacher, I studied my own
teaching (studying up) through a reflective,
self-examination of the impact returning to
teach had on me as an elementary teacher, a
researcher, and a university teacher (Baumann,
1995). I also studied students' learning (study-
ing down) by examining the development and
impact of my yearlong program to integrate
reading and writing strategies within a litera-
ture-based reading program (Baumann & Ivey,
1996). I conducted my research within the
context of the National Reading Research
Center's School Research Consortium (SRC),
a teacher-directed community of classroom
researchers of which I was a member. In this
paper, I examine my teacher research experi-
ence (an insider) in relation to my prior work
as a university-based researcher (an outsider),
reflecting on the unique, complex, and enrich-
ing nature of classroom-based inquiry.

Perspective and Questions

This paper draws from a self-study of the
"everyday lived experience" (Dilthey, 1985) of
being a second-grade teacher researcher (see
"Case One" in Baumann, Shockley, & Allen,
in press). A phenomenological perspective (van
Manen, 1990) guided this inquiry, within
which I asked the question, What is it like to
be a teacher researcher after having been a
university researcher? This broad probe led to
several specific questions: What are the salient
characteristics of being a teacher researcher?
Does teacher research promote or impede
teaching effectiveness? How is being a teacher
researcher like or different from being a uni-
versity researcher? What research methods are
useful in classroom inquiry? Does the teacher
researcher perspective provide a researcher
enhanced insights and understandings about
teaching and learning? Are there tensions
associated with simultaneously fulfilling the
roles of researcher and teacher?

Data for this investigation have come
from a variety of sources: a personal re-
search/teaching journal, informal classroom
assessments, the children's work and other
classroom artifacts, videotaped lessons, and
interviews with children, parents/care givers,
administrators, and other teacher researchers.
Continued reading of the teacher research
literature, ongoing discussions with other
university faculty who have returned to class-
rooms to teach and engage in research (e.g.,
Dudley-Marling, 1995; Hudson-Ross & Mc-
Whorter, 1995), and the written texts I am
creating about my experience (van Manen,
1990) also serve to deepen and clarify my
learnings.

NATIONAL READING RESEARCH CENTER, PERSPECTIVES IN READING RESEARCH NO. 11
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The Inside and Outside of Teacher Research 3

Reflections

Having been a full-time elementary teach-
er who has engaged in classroom inquiry, what
am I learning about the inside world of teacher
research in relation to my outsider research
experiences? Following are six selective reflec-
tions gleaned from my experience.

Teacher Research Involves Reflection and
Action

Most definitions of teacher research (e.g.,
Lytle & Cochran-Smith, 1994; Wells, 1994)
include the idea of teachers reflecting on their
practice and then acting upon those reflections.
Indeed, what I did all year was to systematical-
ly document, think about, analyzereflect
onwhat I was doing. I did so by creating and
rereading my journal; writing detailed daily
lesson plans; conducting interviews and con-
versing with administrators, parents, fellow
teachers, and university colleagues; and exam-
ining students' work, classroom photos, and
video images. I then acted on my reflections
through my next day's lesson plans; by prepar-
ing longer ranged plans; by adjusting instruc-
tion and curriculum to match students' needs;
and through daily, in-class, on-the-spot deci-
sion making.

An example of reflection and action in-
vovles the struggle I was having at the begin-
ning of the school year to find meaningful ways
to integrate instruction into my literature-based
reading framework. This was a regular theme
in my journal, in which I commented as fol-
lows on September 6, 1994:

. . . I think that my reading strategies
period needs the most work. It will be

helpful when I get the trade and other
books I've ordered, but I need to find a
way to get INSTRUCTION into my
plans more. Maybe when the routines
get nailed down, I can do a better job.
Also, I wonder about the wisdom of
working with 3 groups. Maybe the Blue
and Yellow groups need to be merged. I
need to have more/better time to
TEACH these kids about literacy. Gotta
work on this. Problem is that the Yel-
low/Blue group would be so large. This
needs thought and action. . . .

Following several days of pondering my
frustrations and experimenting with different
structures, I came up with an alternate plan,
which I implemented the next week, as indicat-
ed by this September 12 journal excerpt:

. . . Academically our morning today
was about as good as any I have had. I
restructured the reading strategy time
over the weekend. I eliminated the Blue
group and redistributed those kids into
the Red and Yellow groups. . . . The
Red group read Have You Seen My
Duckling?, and then we did some pock-
et-chart activities. We did some initial
consonant review work on the board,
reviewing consonants /t/ and /s/, and
then we read the little practice books.
. . . Tomorrow's lessons will be on a
couple of phonograms. My point is that
I am trying to do some decoding instruc-
tion with these kids as well as give them
really holistic reading opportunities. And
I have got the 5th Grade tutors working
tomorrow. . . . So what I am really
striving for here in terms of reading and
language arts is to get a balanced pro-
gram in which the kids can read and
write whole stories and books and yet

NATIONAL READING RESEARCH CENTER, PERSPECTIVES IN READING RESEARCH NO. 11
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4 James F. Baumann

provide them with strategy instruction,
skill instruction, that they desperately
need. . . .

This example documents what I learned and
relearned throughout the school year: The
process of engaging in classroom-inquiry
creates an analytic mindset that promotes a
responsive, action-oriented pedagogy. Reflect-
ing and acting were regular, natural parts of
teaching and researching.

Engaging in Research Enhances a Teacher's
Instructional Effectiveness

This is a corollary to the preceding point.
There is no doubt in my mind that I was a
better teacher because of my systematic reflec-
tion-in-action. I engaged in many activities that
were primarily motivated by my researcher
role, but each guided and informed my teach-
ing. For example, I conducted informal reading
inventories (IRI) in August, January, and May
so that I could document my students' reading
growth across the school year. However,
having base-line IRI data in August, a function
of my research initiative, enabled me to have a
deeper understanding of each student's unique
ability so that I could match them to reading
materials, place them in instructional groups,
and individualize instruction for each of them
better than had I not conducted IRIs. Likewise,
the second round of IRIs in January provided
me an opportunity to re-evaluate placement,
grouping, and specific strategy instructional
decisions for each of my students.

Another example of how research en-
hanced instruction involved the painstaking,
after-school process of creating detailed lesson
plans (see Table 1 for a typical daily lesson
plan). Had I not been engaging in classroom
research for which it was essential that I be

able to document and reconstruct all classroom
events across the school year, I probably would
not have written such explicit plans. However,
writing detailed lessons required a level of
thought and care that, I am certain, enhanced
the quality of my instruction and the depth of
my students' learning. Furthermore, my after-
school lesson planning routine forced me to
reflect on the day's successes and failures as I
planned for tomorrow.

A third example of research activities
enhancing instruction involves my daily jour-
nal. The initial purpose for my journal was to
complement my lesson plans so that I would
have a detailed record of my research experi-
ence. I soon realized, however, that dictating
entries on the drive home from school fostered
an analysis of daily events that led me to sig-
nificant modifications in my curriculum and
instruction (see preceding journal excerpts for
an illustration). Of all the research activities in
which I engaged, my research/teaching journal
proved to be the most helpful structure for both
improving my teaching and addressing my
research questions.

In looking back, there were no clear
separations between researching and teaching
activities in most cases. Likewise, theory and
practice blurred. This interrelatedness, or
praxis (e.g., Kincheloe, 1991; Lather, 1986),
was fundamental to my work. All my planning
was theory in practice, and all my researching
was analyzing my practical theory.

It is Different Doing Research While Teach-
ing Children Full Time Than When Doing
Research from a University Position and
Schedule

I take pride in the line of classroom-based
studies I have conducted over the years (e.g.,

NATIONAL READING RESEARCH CENTER, PERSPECTIVES IN READING RESEARCH NO. 11
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The Inside and Outside of Teacher Research 5

Table 1
Sample Lesson Plan

Time Activity Plans

7:30-8:00 Before School Math p. 410
Read quietly

8:00-8:10 Organization Pledge, Announcements, etc.

8:15-8:45 P.E. Ms. Lane in the gym; restroom on return

8:50-9:50 Reading Yellow Group
1. Begin reading The Josefina Story Quilt, a theme related

book for Book 1 in Come One, Come All. Have the kids
review the theme (Growing Upphysically, emotional-
ly, etc.)

2. Read Dakota Dugout to set the mood for the book the
kids will read. Explain that the story they will read also
deals with pioneers, but in a somewhat different fash-
ion.

3. Have the kids brainstorm what they know about pio-
neers, wagon trains, and a trip west in the 1800s. Read
the "Author's Note" at the end of the book to get the
kids warmed up.

4. Introduce the character names and a few other words:
Josefina (chicken), faith, Ma, Pa, California.

5. Begin reading the first chapter "Josefina" as a group.

6. Review predicting, and then have each student write 2
predictions in their steno notebooks.

7. If still time, have the kids buddy up and reread the
chapter.

JB: Do a genre lesson on historical fiction on a subsequent
day. Also read related titles to the kids: The Patchwork Quilt,
The Keeping Quilt, and The Rag Coat.

Red Group
1. Opening "Private" read: Reread (a) all storing in Morn-

ing Bells, and (b) Wiggle Works books I've selected in
packs for the kids.

2. Preview next story: Have kids look through "Shoes
from Grandpa" and have them predict what it will be
about. Write predictions on board for verification as we
read it.

NATIONAL READING RESEARCH CENTER, PERSPECTIVES IN READING RESEARCH NO. 11
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6 James F. Baumann

3. New vocabulary: Write, discuss, and read words from
story (see highlighted words on pp. 342-343). Do a
semantic map of "School Clothes" to list vocabulary.

4. Story reading: (a) read it aloud to the kids as they look
at the pictures; (b) read it again, having them track print
as you read it; (c) do shared reading of the story for a
third pass.

5. Ending "Private" read: Reread "Shoes from Grandpa"
and stories from Out Came the Sun.

9:50-10:20 Story, Snack, & Recess Have kids clean desks as you read the chapter book to them.

10:20-10:35 Class Meeting Assign new jobs for the week, time for sharing, & read new
picture books to the kids.

10:35-11:15 Math Review addition with renaming on board (various configura-
tions). Present format for today's work, which is pp. 221
222. Give them "Triple Treat" assignments if done early.

11:15-11:45 Writing Have kids select writing topics of their choice. Hold a brief
review "topic brainstorming" session to get them thinking
about selecting old and new topics for their compositions.
Have them spend time drafting new compositions or working
on old ones.

11:45-12:15 LUNCH

12:15-12:30 Read Aloud Restroom followed by read aloud time

12:30-1:00 5th Grade Reading-
Writing Buddies

Buddy up as per usualhalf of my kids to Ms. Erickson's
classroom, and half of her kids to mine.

1:00-1:15 Recess

1:15-1:45 Weekly Reader 12-16-94 issue to read, share, & discuss.

1:45-2:15 Science Begin new unit on solar system. Have kids select one of the
nonfiction trade books you've assembled to read to them to
kick off the unit. If time, have them begin decorating their
solar system folder.

2:25 Dismissal Walk the kids to the busses.

Baumann, Seifert-Kessell, & Jones, 1992)

within which I have worked directly with
children. The intensity, pace, and real-world
aspects of teacher research, however, are

unlike even the most applied educational stud-
ies I had done in the past. I learned that an
outside researcher who comes into classrooms
to work with students, gathers data, and then

NATIONAL READING RESEARCH CENTER, PERSPECTIVES IN READING RESEARCH NO. 11
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The Inside and Outside of Teacher Research 7

returns to the university, as I had done previ-
ously, lives a research life very different from
that of the full-time teacher researcher.

While teaching second grade, I had
planned on replicating many of the data gather-
ing techniques used in a collaborative study I
conducted with 2 fifth-grade teachers the year
before (Baumann, Hooten, & White, 1996). I

soon learned, however, that this was impossi-
ble. Being solely responsible for the students
and the classroom made it difficult during the
school day to engage in certain data gathering
tasks. The year before, I had the luxury of time
to set up video equipment, work with children
for an hour, and then depart to my university
office to analyze that day's lesson and plan for
tomorrow's. When teaching second grade,
however, I had kids all day long, oftentimes
with no breaks from teaching and supervision,
resulting in a research environment very differ-
ent from the rather leisurely pace of classroom
research I had experienced in the past.

Saying this, however, does not mean that
teachers cannot or do not engage in real, mean-
ingful research. They do and I did; but teacher
research often involves approaches and pro-
cesses different from those employed by out-
side researchers. Betty Shockley, my trading-
places partner and an experienced teacher re-
searcher (Shockley, Michalove, & Allen,
1995), commented on how she and her teacher-
colleague, Barbara Michalove, found their
research niche by observing and working with
Jo Beth Allen, a university-based research
collaborator:

In the beginning, Barbara and I as class-
room teachers could not imagine how we
were going to do research at the same
time we were meeting our responsibili-

ties as teachers. To be honest, Jo Beth's
freedom to record dialogues and obser-
vations without the added encumbrances
of constant monitoring and teaching
made us a bit jealous. When we saw her
detailed observational notes, it chal-
lenged us to make manageable and
meaningful adaptations in order to par-
ticipate effectively as active researchers.
Slowly we developed our own workable
systems for learning with and from our
students. Writing in our teaching jour-
nals, keeping anecdotal notes that landed
on our desks until we had time to claim
them after school, and collecting samples
of children's literacy became part of our
natural classroom life. (from Shockley
essay in Baumann, Dillon et al., 1996,
p. 226)

Teacher researchers adapt or construct work-
able means to document and record classroom
events. This pragmatism, a necessary teacher
researcher trait, in my opinion, has method-
ological implications, as I discuss next.

Teacher Researchers must be Methodologi-
cally Flexible and Creative

I began my year in the classroom with
some grand methodological plans. I was going
to conduct my self-study within a hybrid phe-
nomenological (van Manen, 1990) and educa-
tive research (Gitlin et al. , 1992) framework.
I was going to employ the formative experi-
ment structure (Newman, 1990) for my litera-
ture-based/strategies study. As soon as I got
into the classroom and began to wrestle with
the realities of researching while teaching,
however, I found that these methods needed to
be modified (see "Case One" in Baumann et
al., in press). The educative research approach
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proved not to be as suitable as I had intended,
and the formative experiment structure became
replaced with a qualitative case study approach
(Merriam, 1988). Teacher researchers are
thoughtful in the methods they choose, but
methods are no more than tools of the trade
that may and must be modified to achieve the
goals underlying an inquiry.

Teacher researchers adapt and create
methods to suit their needs, classrooms, and
personal researching styles. We have seen this
process repeated many times within the SRC
teacher research community, as the following
example illustrates:

The SRC researchers failed to find
research journals as easy to keep and
useful as reported by other teacher
researchers in the published studies they
were reading. Instead they found inge-
nious ways to make daily records of their
research experiences, be they addenda to
daily plans, a hybrid plan-book/research-
journal, or literally notes on transparency
scraps. If it worked methodologically, its
use persisted; if it didn't, it atrophied or
was thrown away. (Baumann et al., in
press)

In sum, my experience confirmed that method-
ological creation and evolution are inevitable
characteristics of teacher research.

The Insider Perspective Provides a Teacher
Researcher a Unique and Powerful Viewpoint
for Classroom Inquiry

As a teacher researcher, you know things
about your students, their families, the curricu-
lum, the school culture, and the community
that an outsider cannot possibly know. This

insider, or emic, perspective (Cochran-Smith
& Lytle, 1993, p. 43) provides a teacher re-
searcher insightful advantages when it comes to
data selection and interpretation. Atwell (1993,
p. ix) comments that a teacher researcher's
insider position provides context-rich findings.
I certainly found that to be the case. For exam-
ple, on October 7, I commented in my journal
on a conference I had with Quaris's grandfa-
ther.' Although Quaris was struggling academi-
cally, particularly in language arts, I learned
first-hand about the wonderful academic sup-
port he was getting from his extended family:

I met this afternoon with Quaris's grand-
father, whom I saw last night at the hot
dog supper and flea market at school,
and I was able to schedule a conference
with him. . . . And he came in today.
. . . Grandfather is a very very re-
sponsible committed parent. I am really
impressed with him and really like him.
He is raising the kids right now while his
daughter is pursuing her education. He
keeps 2 of the children at night, and then
1 more during the day, I believe, all
from the same family, Quaris's brothers
and sisters. And grandfather is really
working with Quaris and was positive in
commenting on some changes in Quaris,
which is nice to hear, compared to his
progress from last year, which was slow
at best. I shared with grandfather all the
academic details: how language arts is a
problem for Quaris, but how he has
successes in math, and how he clearly

The children's names in this paper are pseu-
donyms. I also have altered nonessential facts in several
classroom and home descriptions to protect the privacy of
the students and their families.
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studies his spelling. Quaris is getting
terrific support, at home. And his grand-
father indicated that he reads with him as
often as he can. And so it is a good
situation, and we will capitalize on it.
The emic perspective may have limita-

tions, however. Erickson (1986) noted that "in
some ways the teacher's very closeness to
practice, and the complexity of the classroom
as a stimulus-rich environment, are liabilities
for reflection" (p. 157), suggesting that an
outside researcher/collaborator might provide
a useful balance to a teacher's personal view.
Furthermore, a teacher's knowledge involves
tremendous ethical responsibilities when re-
search is reported and written. Deciding what
to reveal, what not to say, and how to protect
confidentiality, all while still telling a thorough
and truthful story, is complex and weighty
(Jo Beth Allen, personal communication, Au-
gust 23, 1995).

But being on the inside provides a teacher
researcher compelling knowledge. Anthony's
courage and candor in sharing with me the
violence he and his siblings experienced at
home helped me act with greater sensitivity and
understanding when he showed anger at school
or had difficulty focusing on his school work.
Knowing that La Trisha was staying with her
aunt while her mother was out-of-state partici-
pating in a trade-school training program
helped me understand why La Trisha was
uncharacteristically having problems concen-
trating, getting along with classmates, and
completing her schoolwork. Sitting with her on
the playground at recess one sunny spring
afternoon as she told me through her tears how
she missed her mother and how sorry she was
that she wasn't being as "good" as she had

been previously gave me not only a lump in
my throat but insight that an outside researcher
who came and went from my classroom could
not possibly have had.

There are Healthy Tensions Between the
Roles of Teacher and Researcher

Betty Shockley described how teacher
research was organic for her, how it became a
natural and essential part of her work day (see
Shockley essay in Baumann, Dillon et al.,
1996). Teacher research enhanced my teaching
effectiveness; my year was more fulfilling
personally and professionally than it would
have been had I not conducted research; and
when I go back and teach children again, I will
be a teacher researcher once more. But teach-
ing while researching did present dilemmas
now and again; it did not always fit so neatly
into my day, schedule, and life.

While conducting research in a middle-
school science classroom where he was simul-
taneously teaching, Wong (1995) reported that
he experienced conflicts of purpose and con-
duct. For example, as students were struggling
with difficult scientific concepts, as a research-
er, Wong felt compelled to stand back, ob-
serve, and let classroom events unfold for their
observation and documentation. However, as
a teacher, he felt obliged to intervene by guid-
ing and assisting students with their learning.
Although I did not experience these types of
conflictsI never felt torn in the middle of a
lesson between doing something "researchy" at
the expense of instructional integrityI did
experience tensions of time and task (Bau-
mann, 1996).
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My philosophical stance toward teacher
research demanded the primacy of teaching and
students. In other words, my research activities
could never interfere with or detract from my
responsibility to help students learn and grow.
As teaching and researching played out for me,
there were times when I had to enact this
principle with respect to certain data gathering
and analysis plans. For example, early in the
school year, I had to defer plans for classroom
video taping, student interviews, and confer-
ences with SRC colleagues because I was all
consumed with trying to be the best teacher
possible.

Out-of-school time also involved some
research compromiks. I skipped occasional
SRC functions that would have been beneficial
to me as a teacher researcher because I needed
the time after school for thinking, evaluating
the day's lessons, and responding to students'
work. Likewise, in the evenings, I sometimes
had to forego writing more journal reflections,
phoning Betty to discuss events at Fowler, or
reading relevant professional journal articles,
instead engaging in concrete planning for the
next day's lessons. And I never was able to
employ a constant comparative method for data
analysis (Glaser & Strauss, 1979) in any signif-
icant way; I could barely keep up with data
collection while teaching, let alone engage in
ambitious, daily data review and analysis
sessions.

Wilson (1995) challenged Wong's (1995)
conflict perspective by arguing that, for her,
teaching while researching was natural and
noncompetitive. She envisioned teaching and
researching as one relation, not two distinct
roles. Although being a teacher researcher was

not conflict-free for me, as it apparently was
for Wilson, I found benefit in the tensions I
experienced. For instance, through my strug-
gles to find workable, useful research methods
and efficient ways to gather and examine data,
I had to re-evaluate my research purposes,
questions, and methods. I believe that this
continuous, on-line process of wrestling with
research issues resulted in not only a better
inquiry but also more thoughtful, responsive
teaching on my part.

Epilogue

As is true for all research endeavors, my
experience and analysis have limits. For exam-
ple, a professional colleague (personal commu-
nication, April 9, 1996) commented on a
written description of my return-to-teaching
experience as follows:

The author is simply not credible as an
"insider." He is an "outsider" who
worked within but was and is not of
insider culture. He might have a foot but
certainly not a foothold in both
worlds/cultures. . . . We, in the acade-
my, need to stop playing insider "dress
up."
What about my claim to have insider

status? Do I have sufficient knowledge and
credibility to speak as a classroom teacher
researcher? No doubt, my experience was
limited by duration (one year) and position (my
employer remained the university). I neither
had to worry about living on an elementary
teacher's income nor achieving public school
tenure. I admit that my return to the university
in June insulated me from some realities asso-
ciated with career teaching. I also concur that
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my cache of teaching experiences and knowl-
edge of contemporary elementary school cul-
ture are significantly less than my second-grade
teacher colleagues at Fowler Drive Elementary.
Similarly, other teacher researchers (e.g., Betty
Shockley, with whom I exchanged jobs) are
more experienced and skillful than I at the
process of simultaneously teaching and re-
searching in one's classroom. As a result, I
made beginning-teacher mistakes, and my first
attempt at teacher research often reflected
naiveté.

On the other hand, I was assigned a class-
room and group of students just like the other
second-grade teachers, had the same instruc-
tional and supervisory responsibilities as my
colleagues, and worked hard for 180 instruc-
tional days, just like all the staff members at
Fowler Drive. I received no preferential treat-
ment as far as I can tell. I did the job and
engaged in teacher research. It was all very
real.

So, does my prior work as a university
professor and researcher preclude me from
commenting on the process of researching
while teaching? Are my experiences and in-
sights invalid? If so, then does it become a
matter of time before one achieves cultural
status? If so, how long is enough? Five years?
Ten? Or can "insider" status ever be achieved
if one has experience in academe? Did I aban-
don my classroom teacher cultural heritage
when I left the elementary classroom in the
1970s to go to graduate school? Is Betty Shock-
ley likewise precluded from making valid
comments about the world of academe in
relation to public school teaching because she
has worked at a university for only a short
time? Will her analysis of teacher research be

invalid when she returns to the public school
classroom and again teaches and researches
every day?

All researchers must guard against over-
generalizing findings and making sweeping
conclusions. Therefore, I present the preceding
reflections not as universal tenets but rather as
specific, personal themes that are a function of
my unique experience. Whether they have
meaning beyond my own experience is a judg-
ment that can be made only by others. Coch-
ran-Smith and Lytle (1993) comment that, even
though they are experienced practitioners and
researchers who have "worked both inside and
outside the culture of a large research universi-
ty," their inside and outside experiences have
"sometimes made us marginal in both worlds"
(p. xi). I am beginning to appreciate their
dilemma. More importantly, I worry that
exclusionary views of those who can or may
"know" about teaching and learning will limit,
rather than broaden, our understanding and
appreciation of kids, classrooms, teaching, and
learning.

In sum, there is much to the inside and
outside of teacher research, and there is noth-
ing simple about the teacher researcher rela-
tionship. Its complexity is a function of the
classroom inquirer's unique role, which is "not
that of the participant observer who comes
from the outside world to visit, but that of an
unusually observant participant who deliberates
inside the scene of action" (Erickson, 1986, p.
157). Indeed, my emic view provided me
knowledge and insight no one outside my
classroom and role could have possessed.

The insider perspective of a teacher re-
searcher also has limitations. A teacher re-
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searcher must generate responsive research
methods (Baumann et al., in press), and the
teacher researcher process, although exhilarat-
ing and great fun, is simultaneously exhausting
and emotionally draining. The very strengths of
teacher researchits immediacy, continuity,
authenticity, and personal naturemay also
limit it. Although "objectivity" in educational
research is mythological, regardless of the
paradigm from which one works, the special
subjectivity of teacher research can be balanced
with other subjectivities. Those added perspec-
tives might include researchers whose realm of
inquiry resides both inside and outside the daily
lives of classrooms and kids. In other words,
teacher research can be corroborated, com-
pared, balanced, challenged, or extended by
numerous othersother individual teacher
researchers, communities of teacher research-
ers, collaboratives of school- and university-
based researchers, and even those only from
the academy. Although I believe that teacher
research must remain the keystone in construc-
tions of classroom understandings, through the
assemblage of experiences and knowledge
generated through multiple research formulas,
we are likely to come to deep and theoretically
practical educational insights and implications.
As. Erickson (1993, p. ix) noted, "neither the
outsider nor the insider is granted immaculate
perception."
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